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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of singular Cauchy problems of Euler-Poisson-Darboux (EPD) 
type in rank one noncompact symmetric spaces (and in Euclidean cases) has been 
developed in a group theoretic context by Carroll [2; 31, Carroll-Showalter [7], 
Carroll-Silver 14; 5; 63 and Silver 1341. For example if G is a real connected 
semisimple Lie group with finite center and K is a maximal subgroup we set 
T; = G/K and assume that the symmetric space V is of split rank one (see 
Helgason [16; 17; 18; 191, Varadarajan [371, Wallach [39], and Warner [40] 
for notation and background matrial). Using Fourier methods one is led to study 
certain “resolvants” 
8”*“(t) = c,;, sh-‘t #“‘“(t) 
= ,+l-“tF 1+p+q z+p-q 
( 2 ’ 2 
- /9,p + ci - 1, th”t) (1.1) 
where sh = sinh, ch = cash, th = tanh, 1 = i,u + p, and p = ct i /3 + 1 for 
certain (01, /I) connected to the group structure (201 + 1 = m,\ -+- ma,, and 
2p :- 1 = msA with m, the root space dimension indicated below), while ( p, q) 
are integers arising from the classification of rank one symmetric spaces by 
Johnson [21], Johnson-Wallach [22; 231, and Kostant [28]. The constant 
c,,, is defined below and F denotes the standard hypergeometric function. It is 
easily shown from results in [2; 3; 71 that in general one has (cf. (2.5) and also 
Vilenkin [38]). 
THEOREM 1.1. l?fi.li satisjies the dtflerential equation 
i?;;* + [(2,8 + 1)th t + (2~ + 2a + 1)coth t]&*” 
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and the resolvant initial condition-s 
aye> = 1 fiy(0) = 0 (1.3) 
When p = q = 0 (with c,,, = 1) we know from [2; 3; 71 that A”*O(t) = 
+P”(t) = ch-‘#(l/2,1/2 - B, 01 A- 1, t/z’+) = F(1/2, p - l/2, OL + 1. -sh2t) (using a 
Kummer formula) so that 
iy+1 , -sh2 t = #“~o(t), 
which is the typical Harish-Chandra spherical function +“,*B(t) on G in the sym- 
metric space context mentioned above (cf. Helgason [19] and Warner [40]). 
Moreover $O*O(t) is also a standard Jacobi function and, following Flensted- 
Jensen and Koornwinder, can be interpreted for any (Y > B > -l/2 with 
01, J~.E ;Z, as a type of K invariant spherical function on a pseudo Riemannian 
symmetric space G/H where G = S0(201 + 1,2/3 + 2), K = SO(20 + 2) x 
SO(2p + 2), and H = S0(201 + 2, 2/3 + 1) (for this and some group related 
properties of Jacobi functions see Askey [l], Flensted- Jensen [9; lo], Flensted- 
Jensen-Koornwinder [ 111, Miller [30], and Vilenkin [38]). The embedding 
of fi”ao in a family fi*,P satisfying (1.2)-( 1.3) corresponds in the symmetric 
space context to embedding 4O.O in a family # P-q of generalized spherical functions 
defined by Eisenstein integrals (cf. [2; 3; 7; 18; 39; 401 and remarks below) 
and an analogous situation must prevail for the pseudo symmetric spaces 
indicated; however we will not dwell upon this here. In general the type of 
analytical formulas obtained involving such group oriented special functions 
hold for more general (01, /3) without an obvious space on which to do the “har- 
monic” analysis. However there are also indications that many other analytical 
results involving families of special functions do correspond to harmonic 
analysis on suitable spaces and this correspondence is not to be taken lightly. 
For example some interesting new results on orthogonal polynomials in two 
variables corresponding to the analysis of spherical functions on certain compact 
rank two symmetric spaces have been found and we refer to Koornwinder 
[24; 25; 26; 271 and the bibliography there for general information (cf. also 
James [20]). 
Thus in particular one can deal with fi ~a of the form (1.1) for general (cy, 8) 
and produce singular Cauchy problems (1.2)-(1.3) of EPD type and there 
should be “canonical” recursion relations connecting such fiP*q modeled on the 
group theoretical cases. In this paper we will first indicate the group theoretical 
nature of certain recursion formulas derived in [2; 3; 71 for the rank one sym- 
metric spaces by linking these formulas to certain group theoretic relations of 
[21; 22; 231. This completes the work in [2; 3; 71 where the group theoretic 
nature of the canonical recursion relations was only made explicit in the case 
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r = X42, R)/S0(2) (as in [4; 5; 61). Th en following Theorem 1.1 one can 
enlarge the class of singular differential problems and recursion relations to 
include more general (cy, /I) without regard to possible group theoretic significance. 
In another paper we will deal with the group meaning of certain members of this 
enlarged class of formulas and go into higher rank situations. 
In this section we take a symmetric space I/ = G/K as indicated in section 
one and review briefly the Fourier formalism. In connection with the rank one 
case one should also mention the abstract presentations in Flensted- Jensen [8], 
Hashizume-Minemura-Okamoto [39], Helgason [ 16; 17; 18; 191, Minemura 
[31; 32; 331, Takahashi [36], Wallach [39], and Warner [40] (in addition to 
the more “concrete” material to be found in Miller [30] and Vilenkin [38]), from 
which we draw extensively. When G = SL(2, R) we refer also to Gelfand et. al. 
[12; 131, Lang [29], and Sugiura [35]. Let g” = K- + p be a Cartan decom- 
position with a C p a maximal abelian subspace which we suppose to have 
dimension one (i.e. rank F’ = 1). Let 7~” = x g, for h > 0 where the g, are the 
standard root spaces corresponding here to positive roots v  and possibly 2~. 
The standard Iwasawa decomposition is written G = KAN where K = 
exp k-, A = exp a, and N = exp n-. We set p = 4 C m,,A = (+m, + m,,)v 
where m, = dim g, and pick an element H,, E a such that v(H,) = 1. One can 
identify a Weyl chamber a, C a’ C a with (0, co) in writing v(tH,,) = t where 
p E R corresponds to an element of a* y  R under the rule p(tH,,) = pt (a’ 
denotes regular elements HE a where v(H) f  0 and p = 1 corresponds to the 
root v). Let M (resp. AI’) denote the centralizer (resp. normalizer) of A in K 
so that the Weyl group is W = M’/M and the maximal boundary of b’ is 
B = K/M. One writes g = K(g) exp H(g) n(g) in Iwasawa components with 
a, = exp tH, and there are natural polar coordinates in a dense submanifold 
of T’ arising from the decomposition G = K/i+K (A,. = exp a,) provided by 
the diffeomorphism (kfif, u) -+ kuK: B x (I+ - I,-. Thus the polar coordinates 
of T(g) = rr(k,uk,) E V are (k,bP, a) where X: G + F’ is the natural map. Now 
given o = gK E v  and b = kME B one writes -d(v, 6) = -H(g-‘k) and the 
Fourier transform of ~EL~( V) is defined by &,, b) = Jr,f(a) exp(& + p) 
A(w, b) dv for TV E a* (all measures are suitably normalized). There is a general 
inversion formula 
which leads to an isometry f  --, j between L2( V) and L2(u+* x B) (here c(p) is 
the standard Harish-Chandra function and w, the order of the Weyl group, 
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is equal to two). Now u*/ W N a+* and one can write 
L2(V) = s,*,w -% I ~cL)I-~ 4, 
where for v E L2(B), 
The quasiregular representation of G on L2( V) defined by L(g) f(o) = f(g-‘w) 
decomposes in the form 
where L, acts in A$ by the same rule as L, while the representations L, are unitary 
and irreducible. 
We will be concerned with the radial components of a basis for the &” spaces, 
which, when multiplied by a suitable weight function, will be resolvants of 
the form (l.l), while the equation (1.2) arises from an eigenvalue equation for 
the Laplace operator (cf. (2.5)). First let (n, , VT’7> with dim V, = d, denote a 
complete set of inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of K with 
VTiw C V, the set of elements fixed by M. One knows dim VrM = 1 or 0 and 
for the set 7 E T where dim TJTM = 1 we let wIT be a basis element for V,” with 
w,’ (1 < i Q d,) an orthonormal basis for V, under a scalar product ( , )r . 
Then the set of functions KM - (wzT, sr,(k) wlTjr (T E T) is known to be a basis 
for L2(B) and we define for v = Aa&, with polar coordinates (x&Z, a,), and 
b = k&I (so that A(v, b) = --H(a;%-lk)) 
since 
(2.1) 
s, v(k) dk = j-B (s, dk4 dm) db 
and n7(km) w17 = r*(k) ~Jrn) wlr = n,(k) wlr with H(gm) = H(g) (note that 
if g = &z then gm = &anm = &arm’ = bum’ = k’an’ - cf. [15; 16; 401). 
From Helgason [17; 181 one knows that such pi,, form a basis for the K-finite 
eigenfunctions of type 7 for the Laplacian (cf. (2.5)) and can be expressed in 
the form (cf. [2; 3; 7; 17; 181) 
40916311-1 I 
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where the radial component # is given by 
+eu,,(a,~) = +p7Q(t) = j e(~p-p)~(a~~~)(W17, nT(k)W17), dh 
K 
= c,,, th”t ch-‘t F ( 
1+p+q l+p--q 
2 ’ 2 -P,P+a+ 1,th’t) 
where 1 = ip + p, 2or + 1 = m, $- m,, , and 2p + 1 = mzv. We have intro- 
duced here the classification integers (p, q) from [21; 22; 231 (cf. also [17; 18; 281) 
where : 1) if rnzv = Othenq=OandpEZ+,2)ifmsV= lthen(p,q)~Z, XZ 
withp&qE2Z+,and,3)ifmsV=30r7then(p,q)EZ+ xZ+withpLfIqE2Z+. 
The constant ea.0 is given by 
CD,, = 
N + P + d/2) w + P - d/2 - 8) e + 1) 
W/2) w/2 - B) T(P + a + 1) 
(2.4) 
and I,@‘.* satisfies the (radial) eigenvalue equation for the Laplace operator 
#;** + [(2/3 + 1) th t + (2ar + 1) coth t]&‘*” 
+ Mq + 28) - P(P + 241 sh-* t#“,* 
- 4q(q + 28) sh-2 2t I,W + (p” + $)I,@* = 0 (2.5) 
For the derivation of (2.5) we refer to [2; 3; 7; 14; 17; 18; 19; 31; 32; 33; 38; 
39; 401. Recall here that V is endowed with the Riemannian structure induced 
by the Killing form B(., .) and f or rank I’ = 1 the algebra D(G/K) of invariant 
differential operators on G/K is generated by a single Laplacian A determined 
by the Casimir operator C in the enveloping algebra E(go*) of gcW. One looks 
at the radial component A, of A and passes this from the coordinate t in a, E ,4 
to ?r(A). The details involved in producing (2.5) by various techniques are 
quite interesting but need not be reproduced here. 
We define &‘*q as in (1 .l) in terms of @‘a* and recall that a number of 
“canonical” recursion relations were derived in [2; 3; 7] for the &q. We will 
show here how these relations have group theoretic significance by connecting 
them with some results of [21; 22; 231, and, following the delineation there, 
various cases will be considered separately. Thus, first let mpV = 0 with m, = m, 
p = m/2, q = 0, p E Z, , and set 4p.O = @, i?n.O = I&’ and cgSo = c, . The 
function f& (resp. 4”) is given by (1.1) resp. (2.3)) with q = 0, ,!I = -3, 
a = (m - 1)/2, and p = m/2. From [2; 3; 71 and some elementary calculations 
we have (recall I = ip + p) 
LEMMA 2.1. The canonical recursion relations 
&” = -sh t 2p+m+l [P&J + m) + p2 + (+)‘I ib+l (2.6) 
R,p + (2~ + m - 1) coth tlb’ = (2p + m - 1) A-' tffpel (2.7) 
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are equivalent to 
I&J’ = p coth t#” - (p + Z)@‘+’ (2.8) 
I,&” + (p + 2o)coth t+P = -(I - p - 2cu)#~-l. (2.9) 
Proof. We observe first from (2.4) that cD/cg+r = (2~ + m + I)/(1 + p) = 
2( P + 01 + l)/(l + P) w h ere I = p - & while evidently Z(1- m) = (p - &) 
(p - ip - 2~) = -(p - ip)(p + ip) = -p2 - p2. Hence, in (2.6) p( p + m) + 
~2+p2=p(p+2p)--(~--f) = -12 + 2/J +p2 + 2pp = (I +p) 
[--(I -p) + 2p] = (I +p)(Z +p). Then writing out &r in terms of #/ 
(from (1 .l)) we obtain (2.8) from (2.6), since {[ p( p + m) + p2 + (m/2)7/ 
(2p + m + l))(c,/c,+,) = 1-t p. Similarly (c,/c,-I) = (I + p - 1)/(2p + 112 - I) 
and (2.9) follows from (2.7). We note here that I+ p - 1 = -+L $- p + p - 1 = 
-(ip - p - p + 1) = -(& + p - 2p + 1 - p) = -(E - p - 2p + 1) = 
-(I -p - 24. Q.E.D. 
Now solve both (2.8) and (2.9) f or coth t@ and eliminate this term to obtain 
LEMMA 2.2. The canonical recursion relations (2.6) - (2.7) imply 
*tp = m +;; _ 1 IV + P)b + P - l)#p+’ + P(l-t 1 - P - m)d”-‘I 
. 1 
= 2(,y:p) [(I + PKP + wlbp+l + PV - p - WP1l 
(2.10) 
Now we consider the spaces DA of complex valued functions f  on G such that 
f&man) = e-A1ogaf (g) with norm Ij f  lj2 = SK /f(k)\” d/z < CO. One defines a 
representation +75, of G on 8A by Iljd(g)f(X) = f  (g-lx) so that the set of (iiA , fiA) 
corresponds to the spherical principal series of G (cf. [21; 22; 23; 39; 401). The 
set of K-finite elements of I?* is denoted by an and consists of analytic functions 
on G so that 73,, induces a representation ii, of E(gcw) on zA in the standard 
manner. As a K representation xA = x0 may be identified with the K-finite 
elements of L2(K/M) which, as it turns out, can be expressed as x rzrV, with 
n, = dim VT7M (equals one or zero), where the (.rr, , V,) are irreducible unitary 
representations of K as above. Model elements of VrM were determined explicitly 
in [21; 22; 231 as function on K/M and in the situation where rn2” = 0 and 
7 N (p, 0) we will designate these basis elements by e, = e,(k) (where 
e,(a) = e,(K) for m, m’ E IM). These will be related below to the corre- 
sponding elements wIT. Then for HE a the action C,(H) on the M fixed elements 
(xA)M C xA was examined in [21; 22; 231 and in particular it was established 
that in (x:^ )” (cf. below for e, in (J!?)“) 
%Vfokp = m +12p _ 1 0 + m - I)@ + P)ep+l 
+ P(h - P - m + lh-11 (2.11) 
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where m, = m. The analogy with (2.10) is o VIOUS and we will connect these b 
two formulas. 
We consider first the function E,(k) = (qT, m,(k) W,T ‘r appearing in the 
definition of 4~’ (cf. (2.3)). Let us write E,(kan) = E,(k) and note that 
E,(zzzkm’) = E,(K) with E,(gman) = E,(/&zzan) = E,(km&zri) = E,,(/&z) == 
E,(h) = E,(g) for g = &ci7i (cf. [15; 16; 401). Thus E,, E A0 and S,(m) E,)(g) == 
E,(m-‘g) =AE,(m-‘l;) = E,(A) = E,(g). F ur th ermore ii,(k) E,(g) = E,(k-‘6) = 
<WIT, ~-,(K-lk) wr’,, 7 so E, transforms under K following the representation TT, 
and can be identified with an element of P*rl’f C (l?o)*‘. Hence E, = ce,,; but 
E,(e) = 1 = e,(e) (cf. [23]) so c = I and in particular E,(k) = e,(k) is an 
explicit expression for wrs when suitably normalized. Now define (for h to be 
determined later) f(kan) = e-A1osa and h,(kan) = @@aeD (this is really e,, 
in @). As above, for g = &l;, we have f(gman) = f(&?ali) = em “‘adn == 
e-A1oaaf(g) and h,(gman) = h,(&zz&~) = e810adaez(dm) = e-,\tOW,(g) sof and 
h, belong to gA. In fact by remarks abovef, h, E (zA)lLf. 
Now let us observe that for -A = & - p or X = ip + p = 1 
~- 
= jK h,(k)f(a;lk) dk = jK e-AH(a;'k) e,(k) dk. (2.12) 
Moreover (cf. [23; 391) the representations (77., , AA) are unitary for h = ip + p 
with p E a* real and hence from (2.1 l)-(2.12) we obtain (with evaluation at at) 
#tl’ = g (7TA(a;1)hp ,fi = -(7T,(f&,)h, tf> 
== --c~(+,,(~,l)h,+, , f > - c,(*,(K1)L, , f > (2.13) 
== -cl<h,+l > +&df> - c,<h,-l I *Ah)f) 
where cl = c,(m, p, h) = ( p + m -- l)(h + P)/(m + 2p - l), cs = ca(zzz, p, A) = 
p(h-p--+1)/(~+2p-lI),and,f or example, *,(a$) h,+,(K) = h,+i(aJz) = 
e-AH(atk)e~+l(k(utk)) while 
<h B+l ,+A(df> =: j ,  exP(-~(G'~)) %+dh) dk = (G""b)- 
Note here that h, is really e, considered in the space (kA)bf so the formula (2.11) 
should be considered as applying to h, . Comparing (2.13) and (2.10) we have then 
THEOREM 2.3. The canonical recursion relation (2.10) is a consequence of 
the group theoretic connection (2.11). 
Let us go now to the canonical recursion formulas derived in [2; 3; 71 for the 
l&q in the case meV = 1 with m, = m and rewrite them in a more general form 
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in terms of (01, ,!I) as in (1.1) where for the rank one case 2a + 1 = m, + ma” 
and 2p + 1 = mzv with 01 + /3 $- 1 = p (thus when rnzv = 1 with m, = m we 
will have ~1 = m/2, p = 0, and p = m/2 + 1). Th ese recursion formulas appear 
in [2; 3; 71 in the form of separate formulas connecting @” with Z?P+l*q+l, 
RP-1.,-l &‘tl.a-1, and &-latl f or example and were derived in an ad hoc 
manner from known properties of the corresponding hypergeometric functions. 
We will then produce the related formulas for the #P,q of (1.1) in general and 
combine them to yield for CL = m/2 and fi = 0 an analogue (as in Theorem 2.3) 
of the following formula derived in [22; 231 for basis elements ep*g in spaces 
L’,” where 7 w ( p, q) 
i?,(Ho)en~q = 2cm 1, 2pJ Km + P + 4)(X +- P + qPf’-Qf’ 
+ (p - q)(h - p + q - m)eP-l@l 
+ (p - 4 + m)(p - q + h)ePfl*q-l 
+ (p + q)(A - P - q - m)eB-l,q-l] 
This formula was also obtained in [23] by using expressions for the ep*q in terms 
of certain hypergeometric functions but it has an explicit group theoretic origin. 
Thus we look now at the definition of fip*q given in (1.1) and use properties of 
the hypergeometric function listed in [2; 3; 71 to obtain 
LEMMA 2.4. The resoZvants i@q of (1.1) satisfy 
I?;-” = q th ti?v*q + $- d _ p sh tff’.“,Qtl 
I (2.15) 
R;-” ---_ -(q + 28) th tI-?“q - 2(p + or)coth tl?*q 
+ 2(p + a) sh-’ tl?“-ls”- 1 
I$!‘*” == -(q + 28) th tff”” 
(2.16) 
a - 1 sh tti”+‘-“-1 (2.17) 
I 
^Y.U R, == q th ti?‘*q - 2(p + a)coth tl?“.” 
+ 2(P + a) sh-‘t R~‘-r+l (2.18) 
Now to transform these into relations among the corresponding $DJ we use 
the connection given by (1.1) and note that from (2.4) one has 
clJ+l.o,l _ _ 1 i+p+q 
CP.Q ( 2 p+a+l 1 ; 
u =~ (t + P - d/2 -1 , 




CPJ2 (I + pp+fg;;2 - 1 ; c,., = (I +p -pq;2a-- p - 1 
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As a consequence we have then 
LEMMA 2.4. The functions z+W of (1.1) satisfy the recursion relations 
I,$‘~” = q th t#“*” + p coth t+‘*” 
+l+P+q I + p + q [l- (p + d - w~p+'~*+l (2.20) 
@” = -(q + 28) th t@‘sQ - (p + 2Lu)coth t@‘*’ 
+ (I + p -c q - 2)$P-l.*--1 (2.21) 
+h;v” = p(q + 2/l) th tt,P $- p coth t@‘*’ 
+ 1 TV p - q -- 2/3 
[ + p _ q _ 2p V-P + 4 - b- w+""-'(,22) -. 
P.P 
*t = q th t#“*’ - (p + 2ol)coth ta,P” 
+ (I + p - q - 28 - 2)$P’*“f’ (2.23) 
The above formulas coyld be rewritten in various ways to perhaps appear 
simpler but we will forgo such an exercise here and simplify after combination. 
Let us denote the coefficients of #B+r*Q+l, @‘--I+i, +P+‘**-l, and #P-i**+1 respec- 
tively in (2.20)-(2.23) by y, 6, E, and 7. Then, since (2.20) + (2.21) - [(2.22) + 
(2.23)] = 0, we note in particular that 
y$P+'."+l +&p-La-l = t#P+l.n-l + lp-l,*+l (2.24) 
Now subtract (2.23) from (2.20) to obtain 
coth tt+Wq = 2(;+ ~) [1p-1'4i~l - yp+l*"+l] 
and similarly subtracting (2.22) from (2.20) yields 
th tcj P.4 z 1 
2(q + 8) 
cc* 
p+1.4-1 _ y$P+l.Q+l] 
Inserting (2.25)-(2.26) in (2.21) there results 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
YY’q = 2(q + p) 
44 + 33) [#J+1.4-1 _ y~'~!4.a+' 
(P + 24 2(p +- [Tt,Wl,~+l - y$“+l,“+l] + S$“-q-1 (2.27) 
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It is now a question of reorganizing (2.27), using (2.24), to obtain an analogue 
of (2.14). First we consider the terms in (2.27) for IX = m/2, /I = 0, and p = 
m/2+1sothatc=-(I+p--~),y=-(I+p+~),6=(~+p+~--2)= 
-(I - m -p - Q), and 7 = (I + p - 4 - 2) = -(I - m -p + q). The 
coefficient of z,!P~**+~ in (2.27) can then be written as 
Y ;+ [ m+p ]=7[ 
3p + 2m - q 1 _ (1 + P + 4NP +- 4 + 4 m + 2p 2(m + 3-4 2(m + W 
the second term of which is the desired coefficient in order to correspond to 
(2.14) (with h = E - the minus sign arises naturally as in (2.13)). Now use (2.24) 
in (2.27) to obtain 
2m - + 3P + 4 B+l.Q-1 
2(m + 2p) 
+ 1p-1'9+1 _ &JP-l&?-l] 
P--l.Q+l + &#P-l.Q--1 (2.28) 
Rearranging (2.28) and inserting the appropriate values for 6, E, q we obtain 
-1 
“” = 2(m + 2p) [(m + P + q)(l + P + q)#p+‘*g’~l 
+ (p - q)(l - p + q - m)+p-l,q+l 
+ (P - q + m)(p - 4 + Qjp+l.q-l 
+ (P + q)(l - p - 4 - m)++l~q-l] (2.29) 
Therefore, using the same sort of reasoning and calculation as in (2.12)-(2.13) 
we have 
THEOREM 2.6. The canonical recursion relation (2.29) is a consequence of the 
group theoretic connection (2.14). 
For the other rank one symmetric space situations rn2” = 3 or 7 similar 
connections will prevail and we will omit the details. They can easily be estab- 
lished using Lemma 2.5 with suitable vaIues of 01 and /I. We recall also that the 
4O.O of (1.1) for a, p E 32 can be regarded a type of spherical function on a 
certain homogeneous space. The corresponding I,WQ should then correspond 
to generalized spherical functions defined by some kind of Eisenstein integral 
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as yet undefined. Moreover for general (a, /3) we obtain a family of singular 
differential problems (1.2)-( I .3) with recursion relations (2.15)-(2.18). 
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